SIMO MUD -Linear Model
K users, each transmitting B symbols, yields a linear model:
• y = KB-long sufficient statistic vector
• b = KB-long vector of symbols
• s = KB×KB matrix of cross-correlations SIMO MUD -Varieties
Multiuser MIMO Systems 
Space-time Coded Systems
• Space-time Coded Systems -Single-user Channels:
• Encoding of symbols across multiple transmit antennas.
• ST block codes [Alamouti, Tarokh, et al.] ; ST trellis codes [Tarokh, et al.] ; unitary ST codes [Hochwald, Marzetta, et al.] .
-Multiuser Channels [Jayaweera & Poor, EJASP '02]: • Separation Th'm: "Full-diversity-achieving single-user ST trellis codes also achieve full diversity in multiuser channels • Distributes symbols of a single user on multiple tx antennas.
• Uses MUD to separate different streams using spatial signature.
• Capacity (Rayleigh) linear in the min{#tx,#rx}antennae.
• Capacity gain degrades in interference-limited channels.
-Turbo BLAST [Dai, Molisch & Poor, T-WC'04]:
• MUD restores the BLAST capacity gain in interference channels. Competition in a MultipleAccess Network
NETWORK UTILITY IN MU/MIMO SYSTEMS
• Consider a multiple-access network.
• User terminals are like players in a game, competing for network resources.
• The action of each user affects the performance of others.
• Can model this as a non-cooperative game.
Game Theoretic Framework
, where f(γ k ) is the frame success rate, and γ k is the received SIR of user k.
K: total number of users A k : set of strategies for user k u k : utility function for user k
The SIMO Game
• Each user selects its transmit power and uplink (linear) detector to maximize its own utility.
• Nash equilibrium is reached when each user:
-chooses the MMSE detector as its receiver, and -chooses a transmit power that achieves γ*, the solution to:
Large-System Analysis
• Consider R-CDMA with spreading gain N.
• As K , N →∞ with K/N = α :
Two mechanisms: Two mechanisms: • • power pooling power pooling • • interference reduction interference reduction
• Multiuser detectors achieve higher utility and can accommodate more users compared to matched filter.
• Significant performance improvements are achieved when multiple antennas are used compared to single antenna case.
Numerical Example

Multiuser MIMO Systems
The MIMO Game
• Each user selects its transmit power, uplink (linear) detector, and distribution of power among transmit antennas to maximize its own utility.
-chooses the MMSE detector as its receiver, -transmits in the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue of the "effective" channel matrix (spatial waterfilling), and
